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Analysis of a variable density turbulent jet
submitted to a pulsed co!ow

Saudreau,M.1,Bury,Y, J.,Borée2,O.,Simonin, and
G.,Charnay

IMFT, Ave. du Prof. Soula, 31 400 Toulouse - France

Abstract

An experimental and numerical work dedicated to the study of a variable
density jet submitted to a time-varying co!ow with high acceleration / deceler-
ation levels is presented in this paper. To deal with this complex unsteady !ow
a simple model taking into account advective effects has been developped. It
permits to bring to the fore that advective effects are responsible for a front cre-
ation during acceleration phase. This front will interact with the downstream
jet structure and modify turbulence and mixing properties. As this study is
linked with industrial application we simulated the entire !ow by a standard
! ! " model. Comparisons with LDV measurements are presented and dis-
cussed.

1. INTRODUCTION.

Turbulent mixing of a jet exhausting in a different density co!ow is met
in numerous industrial situations. The present work is directly linked with de-
velopment of natural gas vehicles (NGV) which have a high potential to reduce
urban air pollution. In such spark ignition engine, the injected gaseous fuel in
the intake ports ( ! "###) is submitted to a pulsed air !ow where acceler-
ation can reach $"""$ values ($ is the gravity acceleration "eld). Knowledge
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of the mixing processes in those particular unsteady conditions is useful to op-
timize combustion (Fulachier,1989). Previous study concerning light jet in a
pulsed cross!ow (Bury,1997#Raud, 1999) has shown the complex 3D in!uence
of this unsteadiness on the global behavior of the jet. In the present work and
owing to the complexity of measurements in real engines, a model experimen-
tal setup, considering a variable density turbulent jet exhausting in a strongly
pulsed co!owing duct !ow, has been developed to isolate and analyse the main
physical mechanisms governing such unsteady !ows.

2. EXPERIMENTAL AND NUMERICAL SETUP.

2.1. Experimental setup.
The experimental setup (Bury,2000) is sketched in "gure 1. It consists of a

% ! %&& diameter cylindrical tube jet con"ned in a &""&"&& transparent
square duct. The use of a sonic nozzle ensures a time-constant mass !ux jet.
Nozzle location is optimized in order to obtain a fully developed turbulent
pipe !ow with a ' ! &"&() axial velocity at the jet exit. The total length of
the duct generating the co!ow is '#%"&. The channel !ow is generated by a
vacuum pump and pulsed thanks to a motorized butter!y valve at a * ! (#+,
frequency. Pulsation is tuned with the channel acoustics and corresponds to
a half-wave mode (Charnay, 1976). Duct entrance is a pressure node. As a
result, for about thirty jet diameters downstream the duct inlet, including test
section, co!ow velocity ' is quasi-uniform and varies from # to $"&() with
time (see "g.2). The jet therefore develops in a spatially uniform, time varying
co!ow. Resulting values of acceleration/deceleration )' rise up from *%""$
to !(""$.

To bring to the fore main effects governing such a !ow, light, homoge-
neous and heavy jets are studied. Density variations are obtained considering
an air channel !ow and successively air, CO2 ( ! +#&) and an air-helium
mixture ( ! "###) jet !ow. The corresponding Reynolds numbers, based
on outlet jet diameter, vary from ,- """ to $"- """, depending on the initial
density. The study focuses from " to '# diameters downstream the jet outlet.
Particular care has been taken considering experimental boundary conditions,
in view of numerical simulation comparison. To do so, a convergent type col-
lector and a grid, placed at the duct entrance ("g.1), just upstream the studying
zone, generate uniform co!ow velocity pro"le and isotropic homogeneous tur-
bulence, and minimize the in!uence of the jet tube’s wake.

In order to observe the jet as it interacts with the main !ow and to quantify



Figure 1: Presentation of the test
section
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Figure 2: Co!ow velocity ' time
evolution. (A : ' -.. ! $" m/s,
B: ' -.. ! +(## m/s deceleration,
C: ' -.. ! # m/s and D: ' -.. !
+(## m/s acceleration )

those effects, two-component laser Doppler velocimetry (Dantec BSA) and op-
tical concentration measurements based onMie scattering are used and adapted
to unsteady conditions. Axial velocity measurements from " to '# jet diame-
ters and radial pro"les respectively at ", #, +", +#, '" diameters downstream jet
outlet were achieved. For each injected !uid (air, CO2 and air-helium mixture
jets), measurements were performed under the four following co!ow condi-
tions: unsteady co!ow, steady co!ow at respectively ' ! #&(), ' !
+(##&(), ' ! $"&() (corresponding to unsteady phases A, B, C, D in "g
2).

2.2. Numerical study.

RANS code Estet-Astrid (Laurence & al, 1994) has been used to perform
and test turbulence closure scheme for this !ow. Continuity, momentum and
scalar transport equations are resolved in a Favre averaging formulation. Tur-
bulence closure used is standard !! "model adapted to axisymmetric jet, and
/ ! " standard model. For scalar quantities coupled with dynamic "eld,
turbulence closure is performed using a constant Schmidt turbulence number
set to "#( in our case. Boundary conditions are set using experimental phased
averaged quantities for both co!ow and jet inlet. To achieve comparison with
experiment, we simulate the entire test section ("g.1), starting from grid po-
sition to $" diameters downstream. For computational facilities we consider
a cylindrical duct which radius is set to obtain the same experimental co!ow
mass !ow rate. Thus a 2D axisymmetric computation can be performed.

As experimental duct !ow is driven by pressure gradient variation, pulsa-
tion is simulated in the same way. We impose a variable outlet pressure 0 -..
and a constant co!ow inlet charge Thus at each time step, duct velocity ' -..



"ts to impose pressure gradient. Taking into account linear frictional losses,
we reproduce closely experimental velocity variation show in "gure.2.

In practical, the "rst step of simulation consists of calculating stationary
axisymmetric jet with co!ow velocity equal to $"&#) . In a second step
starting from this stationary jet, duct velocity is pulsed during two periods.
During the "rst period, the initial condition is evacuated and only the second
one is compared with experimental results.

3. ON THE LONGITUDINAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE
PERTURBATION.

3.1. Experimental results.
The axial evolution of the mean longitudinal velocity at phases A, B, C,

D ("g.2) is displayed in "gure 3 for the light jet. Each result is then compared
with steady co!ow velocity measurements in "g.4 and 5. A very large ampli-
tude variation of the axial velocity is detected in "gure 3. The axial velocity
at phase C, corresponding to the end of the deceleration phase, is much lower
than the velocity for a corresponding steady co!ow ' ! #&() ("g.5). On
the contrary, the mean axial velocity at the end of the acceleration phase (A)
is higher than the velocity for a corresponding steady co!ow ' ! $"&().
At phases B and D, the instantaneous co!ow velocity seen by the jet is the
same (' ! +(##&()). The acceleration (respectively deceleration) value
are however maximum. "gure 4 shows that the longitudinal evolutions of ax-
ial velocity for phases B and D lie on both sides of the steady co!ow case
' ! +(##&(). Similar behaviour is observed for homogeneous and heavy
jets.

3.2. Physical analysis - derivation of an hyperbolic model
Momentum equation governing our !ow can be derived from Navier

Stokes equations using classical hypothesis for quasi-parallel and turbulent
!ows. Since the !ow is axisymmetric we will denote by -'-1- 2- .., 3 -1- 2- ..,
4 -1- 2- ...mean velocity component in cylindrical coordinate system -1- 2- 5.
for axial, radial and azimuthal direction. In external region !ow is governed by
pressure gradient and since con"nement is negligible (Bury, 2000), governing
equation reads (Borée, 2000) :
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Time variation of mean excess momentum along the !uid particle trajec-
tory is due to turbulent diffusion (.$) and to unsteady buoyancy term (.%). In
the following we will consider only situations where buoyancy term is strictly
zero (air jet) or small compared to other equation terms. Buoyancy contribu-
tion is detailled in (Borée, 2000).

The time variation of mean excess momentum '-"- 2- ..! ' -.. is im-
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Figure 8: Characteristic method

posed at the exit of the jet. '-"- 2- .. ! ' -.. increases during deceleration
phase and decreases during acceleration phase. The jet response then clearly
results from a competition between these variations imposed at the time scale
. ! 012

%% %% and the mean advection and diffusion of the perturbation
by the jet structure.

In steady co!owing jets, mean advection and turbulent diffusion are in
equilibrium and have therefore time scales of the same order of magnitude :
. # where ' is the mean centerline velocity and 8 the downstream
distance from jet exit. Note that . increases strongly versus axial distance
(. # - . in a free steady jet). . is compared to . at phase C in "gure
7 where light, homogeneous and heavy jets are considered. One sees clearly
that while the early development of the jet is quasi-steady (. $ . ), both
time scale are of the same order of magnitude for all jet at about ! +#. The
state of this turbulent !ow is therefore intermediate between quasi-steady and
rapidly distorted !ows.

A simple physical model can be built to describe the spatio-temporal evo-
lution of the centerline mean velocity ' -1- .. for homogeneous jet !ows. If
one assumes that the relative variation of mean excess momentum obtained
at a given location 1 as a !uid particle travels over distance 91 is the same
in unsteady and steady situation. Considering !uid particles, their trajecto-
ries in -1- .. diagram correspond to characteristic curves -3. of equation :

! ' -1- ... Along these curves, if we note by -#. stationary quantities,
the hypothesis made above implies that:

! (2)

This expression can be integrated and it comes that along line -3. expres-



sion : ! is conserved. A similar model has been used success-
fully in unsteady free jets (Borée,1996) and is able to reproduce experimental
observations. It is important to note that equation 2 supposes an equilibrium
between turbulent diffusion and instantaneous excess momentum. In partic-
ular this statement is true in the quasi-steady initial jet region as ' -1- .. !
' -.. # 1 and then # 1 ;1 whatever the phase (Bury,
2000).

In practical solution is advanced in time along lines -3. by setting : as
a constant ("gure 8). This methodology is the same as characteristic method
used for solving hyperbolic equation (Whitham,1973). Considering a !uid par-
ticle starting from jet exit (1 ! ") at time . , its velocity is ' -"- . . and the
current velocity co!ow ' -. .. At time . < . the !uid particle have been
convected at local speed ' -1- .. to the station 1-.. !

&
' -1-).- ).;). At

this new location its velocity is given by:

' -1- ..! ' -.. ! -' -"- . .! ' -. ..! "# $ # ! "# $
(3)

t1 t2

Term t1 represents the initial excess momentum viewed by !uid particle
at time . and term t2 is related to the role of turbulent diffusion according to
stationary jet. Thus relation 3 expresses that mean excess momentum at -1- ..
is therefore not associated to the current mean excess momentum at ejection
' -"- .. ! ' -.. but to ' -"- . . ! ' -. .. This observation illustrates the
phase lag due to convective effects in the jet structure. In particular, the dis-
symetry observed between acceleration and deceleration phase in "gure 4 is
clear. Deceleration (resp. acceleration) is associated to lower (resp. higher)
initial mean excess momentum ' -"- . . ! ' -. .. We present in "gure 6
model and measurements results for the homogeneous jet when initial con-
dition corresponding to stationary co!owing jet with ' ! +(##&(). The
pulsation used for ' -.. is the experimental pulsation shown in "gure 2. As a
"rst result, the !apping of the jet centerline velocity is well reproduced. Sec-
ond important point is that we mimic differences between phases B (Symbol
") and D (Symbol !). Thus hyperbolic model permits to explain jet structure
differencies between acceleration and deceleration phases.

Following with this model, we can now consider two simple experiments.
A "rst one we consider a stationary co!owing jet at time . . At time . < .
we decrease co!ow velocity (deceleration) At a given station 1, as centerline
velocity ' -1- .. decreases in time, characteristic curves diverge and unsteady
adaptation of the jet can be viewed in a -1- .. diagram as expansion waves.



On the contrary, the second experiment, starting from the same stationary jet,
consists to increase co!ow velocity (acceleration). Thus ' will increase and
jet adaptation in -1- .. diagram will present merging characteristic curves. In
a certain manner as propagation of compressive wave, a shock will eventually
appear. For accelerating jets this front creation has already been mentioned
and leads to a strong modifycation of turbulence and mixing process (Zhang,
1996).

4. EFFECT OF COFLOW ACCELERATION PHASE
ON FLOW STRUCTURE - COMPARISON WITH ! ! "
MODEL

4.1 Unsteady adaptation of the jet structure.
To deal with accelerating case, we plot in "gure 9 for different down-

stream distances from jet exit, unsteady longitudinal velocity gradient
adimensionalized by steady longitudinal velocity gradient for co!ow velocity
of #&() versus time. We note a strong peack at ! +# and downstream to

! '#. We note also that its intensity increases with downstream distance.
This high longitudinal velocity gradient appears during acceleration phase
(," to +$" ) and corresponds to a break in ' decaying slope. As previously
discussed this phenomemun can be viewed as a consequence of the conver-
gence of characteristic curves. Thus for = +" the longitudinal gradient
does not strengthen since the jet is quasi-steady. In fact both three jets present
an maximum of the local acceleration but the light jet acceleration is twice
larger than the homogeneous and heavy jet acceleration. So only the light jet
is presented.

Since we know maximum gradient location at any time, we are able to
"nd its propagation law and deduce its velocity. It propagates at constant ve-
locity 3 but depends on density ratio (Figure 10). For heavy jet 3 %
%&&(), for homogeneous jet 3 % '4&() and for the light jet 3 %
+,&(). Similar phenomenum have been found out by Zhang& al (Zhang,1996)
for accelerating homogeneous turbulent axisymmetric jet. In case of an im-
posed constant acceleration of the jet exit velocity, a front is created and is
propagated at constant speed. They "nd out that front developpement is mainly
controlled by upstream velocity variation. In our case during acceleration phase
and at a "xed downstream position near the jet nozzle ' -1- .. increases in a
quasi-linear fashion in time. Referring to Zhang article this could explain our
constant front velocities. It should be noted that those velocities differ accord-
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ing to jet initial density. This is directly linked with centerline velocity decay
law for inhomogeneous jet. Thus a lower velocity front is then expected when
initial jet density decrease.

Physically and referring to previous hyperbolic model this phenomenum
is due to increase of mean velocity near jet exit in the beginnning of accelera-
tion phase i.e. merging of characteristic curves. The mean excess momentum
stored in the jet structured during deceleration is evacuated rapidly downstream
in starting jet type.

4.2 Effect on turbulence and mixing - Comparison with ! ! "
model.

In "gure 11 longitudinal > and radial ? rms velocity are plotted versus
radial distance at location ! '" for three phases during co!ow accelera-
tion. One before (," ), second during (+'" ) and third after (+&" ) front pas-
sage. As a "rst result the longitudinal gradient dramatically increases
= > < component via turbulent energy production (from ," to +'" ). Sec-
ondly anisotropy is enhanced as the front propagates and decreases behind the
front when energy produced on = > <component is transferred to = ? <
and = @ <components.

! ! 6 simulation result is shown in "gure 12. Longitudinal rms velocity
> is deduced from turbulent energy ! as > !

'
!. Of course since ! ! 6

model is based on isotropic turbulence hypothesis, it can obviously not mimic
anisotropic but turbulence production due to longitudinal gradient is well
simulated but its intensity is lower than measured one.

In "gure 13 is plotted mean centerline density pro"le versus downstream
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distance during front propagation. As a "rst results mixing process is modify-
ing since decaying slope presents a strong longitudinal density gradient located
near ! +#. ! ! 6 simulation overestimates longitudinal gradient and as a
consequencies mispredicted front intensity. This problem deals with model
constants which are adjust for axisymetric turbulent jet case. In our case, in
!ow region where the jet dominates (. = . i.e. near jet exit) simula-
tion works well. Thus front velocities are correctly captured (Figure 10). On
the contrary in !ow region where outer pressure gradient effects are stronger
(. < . ) !ow behaviour is mispredicted and leads to an overestimation of
front intensities (Figures 3 and 13).
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In the view of industrial application we choose to simulate our !ow using
a standard ! ! 6 model which is widely used for engine calculation. As a "rst
result this model works pretty good as it mimics thetime evolution of the jet and
front creation ("gure 3) whatever initial jet density ("gure 10). Nevertheless
to deal with anisotropic turbulent production and unsteady buoyancy effects,
higher order models are necessary to improve siluation prediction. To do so
/ ! 6 and A#B#C# calculations are actually performed and results are still
under investigation.

5. CONCLUSION.

This work based on experimental coupled with numerical study permits
to bring to the fore main physical effects governing a turbulent jet submitted
to a pulsed co!owing stream.

The use of a hyperbolic model derived from momentum equation for cen-
terline mean excess velocity has shown that jet response in a non quasi-static
fashion. During acceleration phase the external co!ow pulsation leads to a
front formation which deeply modi"es jet properties. Production of turbulence
is enhanced in an anisotropic way and mixing process is modi"ed by compar-
ison with stationary jet mixing.

Standard ! ! 6 model show good agreement with measurements in the
limits of its possibility. Other simulation based on / ! 6 and Large Eddy
Simulation will permit to study turbulence modi"cation in this !ow during
front propagation.

In the view of industrial application, this study shows that unsteady !ows
can not be deduced directly from stationary ones. Unsteady !ows imply mem-
ory effects, different time adaptation, phase lag effects and need inevitably to
be studied. Thus simple experiments and numerical studies have to be done to
isolate main unsteady physical effects governing such !ows. Thus by constant
comparison between experiment and simulation classical physical models used
in numerical tool can be tested and improved.
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